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Dear Administrator Verma:
We appreciate the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services’ (CMS) efforts to improve
the Medicare Shared Savings Program (MSSP) and agree with the fundamental goal of the
proposed rule—to strengthen incentives for accountable care organizations (ACOs) to
reduce wasteful health care spending. As academic researchers, we have published
numerous studies assessing the effects of Medicare ACO programs on spending and quality
and have written extensively about the weak incentives in the MSSP and the options for
reform.1 We believe that health policy should be evidence-based to the extent possible and
should anticipate the dynamic consequences of changes in incentives. Although we agree
that stronger incentives for ACOs to reduce Medicare spending could accelerate the early
success of the MSSP, we are concerned that several key provisions in the proposed rule are
at odds with existing evidence and could lead, conversely, to higher Medicare spending
when implemented in the context of a voluntary program.
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In principle, we agree with a payment model that holds providers in the same market to the
same standard of efficiency after fully accounting for patient factors. Implementing such a
model too quickly, however, will likely have harmful effects on participation that act to
increase rather than decrease Medicare spending. In short, the proposed convergence of
ACO benchmarks within markets could cause the voluntary MSSP to unravel, particularly
when additional risk-bearing is imposed. Thus, we believe that the primary goal of the
MSSP at this stage should be to reduce excessive spending so as to cause convergence in
spending between providers and allow future consideration of a longer-term model in
which payments might be set regionally as in Medicare Advantage. As long as the MSSP is
voluntary and there is wide variation in spending, this goal can only be attained by strongly
encouraging the participation of providers serving patients who receive less efficient care
and establishing strong incentives for those providers to reduce wasteful spending. Below,
we summarize and then detail our key concerns, their empirical and conceptual bases, and
our recommended changes to the rule. We sincerely hope our analyses and comments are
helpful in your deliberations and would be happy to discuss them further.
SUMMARY
Our chief concern is that the combination of requiring risk for spending in excess of
benchmarks (downside risk) and earlier blending of historical benchmarks with average
regional spending via the regional adjustments will introduce even stronger incentives for
ACOs with high spending for their patients to exit the MSSP and for providers with already
low spending to remain in or join the MSSP. Such systematic selection has already occurred
and will grow worse as regionalization of benchmarks and downside risk are imposed.
There is strong evidence of strategic participation decisions by ACOs already (summarized
below). If the MSSP is to cause convergence in spending by encouraging ACOs with high
spending to reduce wasteful care, it needs to retain and attract providers with high
spending and give them strong incentives to lower it. Although downside risk and
regionalized benchmarks strengthen incentives to save, only providers who participate will
be exposed to the stronger incentives. As ACOs with high spending exit and those with low
spending enter and continue in the MSSP, ACOs will appear to be performing better against
their benchmarks (ostensibly greater savings per program metrics) but the true impact of
the program will be a substantial increase in Medicare spending in the form of subsidies to
already more efficient ACOs. To the extent that risk-adjustment is incomplete, regionalizing
benchmarks will also cause unmerited financial transfers from providers serving healthy
and socially advantaged patients to those serving sicker and disadvantaged patients.
In addition to causing significant participation losses of key ACOs, imposing downside risk
may do little to strengthen incentives. Remaining ACOs will tend to have low spending for
their region and will thus be exposed to little additional risk because their spending is
already below a regionally adjusted benchmark. In addition, many ACOs that are at risk of
losses will seek reinsurance or partnerships with health management firms to mitigate risk
(also weakening upside incentives as such firms take a cut of savings). The involvement of
reinsurance and management firms will also add to the administrative costs of the
program, eroding a key cost advantage of the ACO model over Medicare Advantage. It is
also important to recognize that the initial structure of the program (one-sided contracts
with benchmarks based on historical spending) has produced meaningful gains,
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particularly among physician groups and ACOs with high initial spending.2,3,4,5 While
incentives have been very weak and should be strengthened, we believe that it is important
to refine the MSSP in ways that build on those early gains rather than risk reversion and a
squandering of providers’ demonstrated willingness to try to reign in excessive spending.
Therefore, while we agree with the goal of strengthening incentives to save, we
recommend a direction that differs from the proposed rule in key respects. Specifically, to
encourage participation and foster convergence in spending while the MSSP remains a
voluntary program, we recommend eliminating regional benchmark adjustments,
eliminating the rebasing of benchmarks that has greatly diminished ACO incentives to ever
save, and increasing the shared savings rate according to an ACO’s spending relative to
their regional average. Given the evidence that physician group ACOs have generated
greater savings than larger hospital-integrated organizations, we agree with the spirit of
proposed provisions that favor participation by low-revenue groups but would go even
further to do so. Specifically, we recommend that requirements to assume downside risk
be applied only to ACOs with high revenues on par with those generated by health systems
providing inpatient, outpatient, and specialty care (i.e., accounting for a high proportion of
Medicare spending for their patients). Lower-revenue ACOs should still be able to elect
downside risk in exchange for favorable regulatory treatment and higher shared-savings
rates. Program results and design should be revisited regularly, with monitoring of withinmarket spending variation to guide consideration of a longer-term payment model at a
future time. Such an approach would establish strong incentives for all ACOs to lower
wasteful spending, regardless of initial efficiency, by allowing ACOs time to recoup up-front
investments and by eliminating penalties (in the form of lower benchmarks) for achieving
savings. Such an approach also would afford the time necessary to modernize riskadjustment methods to address “updcoding” and unintended consequences for disparities.
In addition to these core recommendations, we also offer suggestions for improving the
methods for risk adjustment, trending benchmark updates, addressing compositional
changes in ACO provider participants, and determining ACO organizational revenue.
In summary, we believe a conclusion that the MSSP has been a failure after 6 years of
operation is inappropriate. The incentives for participating ACOs to lower spending have
always been weak—the program can’t have failed if there was never much opportunity for
success. Moreover, the MSSP has generated meaningful savings from physician groups, for
whom the incentives have been stronger. Ideally at the outset, the program would have
had sufficiently strong incentives to allow more definitive judgment of its success. Delivery
system reform is a slow process, and the voluntary nature of the MSSP limits the options
for strengthening incentives, but incentives to save in a voluntary program can be strong
without discouraging participation. For these reasons, we believe that the proposed
changes to ACO benchmarking and risk-sharing are premature and counterproductive and
that other available strategies should be pursued to accelerate progress.
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Key Points
• The MSSP has generated net savings to Medicare
• Benchmarks are not valid counterfactuals
• Regional blending of benchmarks will cause selective exit from a voluntary MSSP; there is
evidence already of cost-increasing selection in response to regional adjustments
• Incentives in the MSSP have been weak for reasons other than lack of downside risk
• There are major drawbacks to imposing downside risk
• Claims that downside risk has led to greater savings for Medicare are unfounded
• It is not clear that downside risk will selectively deter program abuse; participation to
engage in anticompetitive behavior may be more profitable than earning shared savings
• Participation losses will be costly to Medicare; ACOs that did not earn bonuses and exited
produced net savings to Medicare before exiting (n.b., benchmarks ≠ counterfactuals)
• Risk adjustment methods need to be modernized
• Determination of growth rates for benchmark updates should exclude an ACO’s assigned
population and can use standard statistical approaches to handle small sample sizes
Key Recommendations
1. Because benchmark-based calculations are not informative for assessing program
savings, base assessments of program impact solely on studies that are well designed to
estimate it. Benchmarks need not be redesigned to be valid counterfactuals—their
purpose is to set incentives—but they should not be used for program evaluation.
2. Set the shared-savings rate at a minimum of 50% for all ACOs in all performance years
and tracks.
3. Eliminate rebasing of benchmarks that links an ACO’s new benchmark to its spending
changes in the prior period. This link should be severed completely. Instead, an ACO’s
original baseline should be updated annually according to a growth rate that is unrelated
to its prior performance, adjusting for changes in the ACO’s participating providers.
4. Eliminate regional adjustments that blend ACO historical benchmarks with regional
spending. Replace with shared savings rates that rise continuously with lower ACO
spending relative to its region, starting at 50% for ACOs with the highest spending for
their region and rising to 80% for ACOs with the lowest spending for their region.
5. Eliminate downside risk requirements for lower-revenue ACOs by retaining Track 1,
eliminating the BASIC track, and allowing voluntary participation in Track 1+. Replace
the “clinician-led” basis for determining loss limits in Track 1+ with the proposed
revenue-based determination (revenue/total spending for ACO population).
6. Continue to require high-revenue ACOs to assume downside risk commensurate with
the ENHANCED track but set the threshold for defining high revenue at a higher level
corresponding to an integrated health system. Also require downside risk of very large
physician groups with market power. Rather than rely solely on participant lists, use
additional data on full organizational structure to determine organization-wide revenue
for core practices responsible for attribution.
7. Eliminate cap on downward benchmark adjustments that result from decreases in risk
scores to mitigate what would otherwise be strong incentives to engage in favorable risk
selection. Use ACO CAHPS data to help distinguish between changes in coding intensity
and changes in population health status. Should benchmarks be converged to a regional
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average in the future (not in the near term per Recommendation 4), implement
additional payments or benchmark adjustments so that ACOs are not penalized for
serving higher-risk patients.
8. Remove an ACO’s attributed population from benchmark update determinations to
preserve incentives for ACOs to lower spending. Use multilevel statistical modeling
approaches to estimate ACO-specific update factors that reflect regional and national
trends, with greater weight placed on national trends for ACO’s that serve higher
proportions of patients in their service area. After a phase of program expansion, switch
to using a desirable preset rate of benchmark growth applied to all ACOs.
THE MSSP HAS GENERATED NET SAVINGS TO MEDICARE
The use of benchmarks to assess the impact of the MSSP on Medicare spending has caused
much confusion about whether the MSSP has produced savings to Medicare net of bonuses
and the extent of those savings. Program benchmarks are important because they establish
the incentives for ACOs to participate and lower spending. But understanding ACO
responses to those incentives requires rigorous evaluation in which spending for ACOattributed patients is compared with spending that would be expected to have occurred in
the absence of ACO participation in the MSSP (the counterfactual). Benchmarks are not
valid counterfactuals for a variety of reasons, several of which have caused benchmarkbased assessments to underestimate savings in the MSSP (at least through 2016). First,
until 2017, benchmarks were updated with the use of national spending growth rates (in
absolute dollars/year). Because Medicare spending growth varies geographically, this
feature of benchmark setting meant that an ACO’s benchmark differed systematically from
its counterfactual (expected) spending in almost all cases. The direction of the bias has
differed for ACOs in areas of faster vs. slower spending growth, and the average effect has
been to significantly underestimate expected spending because the national growth rate
(updated factor) was determined among all FFS Medicare beneficiaries, including those
with no primary care services to support attribution. Beneficiaries with no qualifying
services, on average, have much lower spending and thus lower spending growth rates in
absolute terms. For example, we estimate that Medicare spending growth from 2013 to
2016 was $140/beneficiary slower among all beneficiaries than among those with at least
one office visit with a primary care physician. Based on this difference, the national growth
rate used to set benchmarks underestimated spending reductions achieved by ACOs for
their primary care patients from 2013-2016 by approximately 1.3 percentage points.
Second, any spending reductions achieved by ACOs contribute to a slowing in national
spending growth, causing benchmarks to fall. For example, based on our most recent
analysis of MSSP savings,6 spending reductions achieved by the 2012-2014 entry cohorts of
ACOs caused their benchmarks in 2015 to be approximately 0.3 percentage points lower
than if they did not lower spending. Third, rebasing of ACO benchmarks at the outset of
second agreement periods that lowers benchmarks according to the extent of spending
reductions achieved in the first period causes benchmarks in the second period to diverge
even further below counterfactual spending, causing further underestimation of savings.
This occurred for the 2012-2013 entry cohorts when they began their second agreement
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periods in 2016. Other features of benchmark setting have had less predictable effects but
also could have contributed to underestimation of savings. For example, the approach to
risk adjustment has appropriately tried to address other program goals, such as mitigating
incentives to increase diagnosis coding intensity, but in the process may have not
accurately reflected changes in the health risk of patients served by ACOs.
For these reasons, analyses using ACO benchmarks to quantify MSSP savings are
uninformative and should be ignored when assessing program savings. Benchmarks are of
obvious importance in establishing incentives and determining performance bonuses but
are not valid counterfactuals and yield highly misleading results when used to assess
program impact. For example, whereas benchmark comparisons would suggest that the
MSSP caused cumulative net losses to Medicare of $266M in 2014 and 2015 (including
shared-savings bonuses), our evaluations, which use local concurrent spending changes to
establish counterfactual spending, more accurately quantify the impact of the program as
generating $431M in cumulative savings to Medicare over those two years after accounting
for bonuses — a $697M difference from benchmark-based savings estimates. These
greater savings are also consistent with market-level analyses conducted by government
analysts and other researchers (including those summarized in the Regulatory Impact
Analysis of the proposed rule). The review of the evidence in the Regulatory Impact
Analysis is at odds with characterizations of one-sided contracts in the MSSP (e.g., on
p.41787) as an unaffordable option that increases Medicare spending.
Although the direct savings we estimated are modest, the total savings to Medicare are
greater because of spillover effects.7 Changes in care for patients attributed to ACOs are
likely to affect Medicare beneficiaries served by ACOs but not attributed to one.8 Moreover,
reductions in FFS Medicare spending achieved by ACOs in turn lower payment rates to
Medicare Advantage plans. Particularly because of the large size of the growing Medicare
Advantage program, these spillovers are substantial, approximately doubling the net
savings to Medicare from the MSSP based on our previously published calculations.9
Moreover, the savings have varied with the strength of incentives to which ACOs are
exposed, suggesting that refinements that strengthen incentives without compromising
participation would lead to greater savings. In particular, we have consistently found that
savings are significantly greater among physician-group ACOs than hospital-integrated
ACOs.10,11,12,13 Because physician groups provide less of the care spectrum, they have much
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stronger incentives to reduce spending. All else equal, ACOs have stronger incentives to
lower spending on care they do not provide than care they do provide. When ACOs lower
spending on care they provide, any resulting shared-savings bonuses are offset to some
extent by foregone fee-for-service profits. Similarly, spillover effects on non-ACO patients
(including commercially insured patients) have greater financial consequences for larger
hospital-based ACOs. If a primary care-focused ACO implements systemic care redesigns to
reduce excessive inpatient or specialty care for all of its patients (not just those covered by
its MSSP contract), it does not incur losses in revenue for non-ACO patients. Thus,
physician groups have much stronger incentives as ACOs to lower spending and to
implement more systemic changes that affect care for all patients. Not only have savings
been convincingly higher for physician group ACOs but they have also been growing over
time consistently in each MSSP entry cohort.12 In our analyses, we have also confirmed
that the greater savings estimated for physician groups are not due to those ACOs being
located in higher-spending or higher-use regions or having higher spending for their
regions (we obtain similar results when adjusting for those factors). Because physician
groups effectively have a higher shared-savings rate (because they incur lower offsetting costs
when lowering spending), these findings foreshadow the additional savings that may be
realized if shared savings rates are increased.
Savings have varied with strength of incentives in other ways, too. For example, savings
have been particularly pronounced in post-acute care, a leading source of waste in
Medicare which most ACOs do not provide and thus almost universally have strong
incentives to limit. In addition, assuming the costs of reducing spending are lower when
spending is higher (where there is more waste it is easier to cut), savings should be greater
for ACOs with higher baseline spending for their region or in higher-spending regions.
Indeed, that has been observed as well.10
Recommendation 1: Because benchmark-based calculations are not informative for
assessing program savings, we urge CMS to base assessments of program impact solely on
studies that are well designed to estimate it. Benchmarks need not be redesigned to be valid
counterfactuals—their purpose is to set incentives—but they should not be used for program
evaluation.
CURRENT INCENTIVES WEAK FOR REASONS OTHER THAN LACK OF DOWNSIDE RISK
There is near-universal agreement that incentives have been weak in the MSSP, but the
discourse has focused almost exclusively on the lack of downside risk in MSSP contracts as
the cause of weak incentives. The proposed rule intends to correct this perceived flaw by
requiring currently participating high-revenue ACOs to assume significant downside risk
immediately by entering the ENHANCED track, requiring new high-revenue participants to
enter the ENHANCED track after 5 years, and requiring all new entrants and continuing
low-revenue ACOs to assume some downside risk after 2 years of participation in the
BASIC track. However, there are other major reasons why incentives to lower spending
have been weak in the MSSP and thus other options for strengthening them.
First, shared savings rates have been low in the MSSP, allowing ACOs in Track 1 to keep no
more than 50% of the difference between its expenditures and its benchmark. Because
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imperfect quality scores reduce the shared savings rate, it has been even lower, averaging
44.2% in 2014 and 47.8% in 2017. Such shared-savings rates offer limited opportunities to
profit relative to the status quo because ACOs incur substantial costs from being an ACO
and attempting to earn shared savings.14 These include the costs of ACO governance and
quality reporting, efforts to lower spending and improve performance on quality measures,
and (if those efforts are successful) any offsetting losses in profits as described above.
Accordingly, the proposed reduction in the shared savings rate to 25-35% for ACOs in all
levels of the BASIC track except Level E is likely to eliminate opportunities for ACOs to save
on net, reduce ACO investments, and therefore reduce the savings to Medicare generated
by ACOs and attract fewer ACOs into the program.
Second, the rebasing of the historical component of ACO benchmarks every 3 years to
reflect an ACO’s most recent 3 years of spending greatly diminishes ACOs’ incentives to
ever save because spending reductions now are penalized with lower benchmarks later.15
To the extent that the costs of lowering spending are fixed (e.g., upfront investments with
permanent effects on spending), rebasing reduces the time ACOs have to recoup those
costs. To the extent that the costs of lowering spending are variable (must be incurred
each time spending is reduced), expending effort to reduce wasteful services in a given year
might contribute to shared savings for that performance year (if the minimum savings rate
is exceeded) but will definitely cause the benchmark in the next agreement period to be
lower and below the expected spending level under a status quo in which the effort is not
expended again. Thus, in a contract with symmetric upside and downside risk, variable
cost interventions (even if effective) pose a present-day net cost to ACOs.15
For example, let’s say it costs a physician group ACO $1000 in care manager salary to
prevent one $10,000 hospital admission through patient monitoring and timely
engagement, diverting patients away from emergency departments and to the ACO’s
primary care practices when possible. For simplicity, assume 1-year agreement periods.
The ACO will receive $5,000 in shared savings for a net $4,000 savings from such effort in
the first agreement period, but its benchmark in the subsequent period will be lowered by
$10,000, posing a $5,000 future loss (assuming 50% shared losses) and thus a net $1000
present day cost from the care manager’s effort if the ACO plans to stay in the program for
a second period. The ACO can expend the $1000 in care management again in the second
period to avoid the penalty (it no longer produces a bonus from doing so because the
benchmark is lowered), but as long as it participates in the program it must do so
indefinitely, in every year of participation, to avoid the penalty (because spending will rise
back to its previous level if the variable cost is not incurred). Thus, the ACO’s incentives are
either to never try to prevent admissions or to try to do so and then leave the program.16
The key point is that ACOs have had little incentive to ever lower spending because of the
link between the spending reductions they achieve and subsequent benchmarks. One could
argue that it is astonishing that the MSSP has produced any savings at all. Not surprisingly,
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dropout in the 2012 and 2013 entry cohorts of ACOs was most marked when their
benchmarks were set to be rebased at the start of their second agreement periods in 2016.
Specifically, 44 of 191 ACOs (23%) left the program between 2015 and 2016 after annual
exit rates averaging just 6.6% from 2013-2015 over the first agreement period.
Recommendation 2: Set the shared-savings rate at a minimum of 50% for all ACOs in all
performance years and tracks.
Recommendation 3: Eliminate rebasing of benchmarks that links an ACO’s new benchmark
to its spending changes in the prior period. This link should be completely severed. Instead,
the ACO’s original baseline should be updated annually according to a growth rate that is
unrelated to its prior performance, adjusting for changes in the ACO’s participating providers.
Two concerns have been raised about the approach we are recommending, but we believe
they have received too much weight in deliberations over MSSP rules to date and are
addressable. First, without rebasing ACO benchmarks down to their more recent levels of
spending, some have commented that this will allow ACOs with initially high spending to
eventually earn windfall profits. We agree that some high-spending ACOs would be able to
earn sizeable shared-savings bonuses eventually and believe that a principal goal of the
MSSP should be to avail such opportunities. But shared savings are not equal to profits for
the reasons we note above; they may be largely offset by the costs of lowering spending17
and program participation. For many ACOs with initially high spending, particularly highrevenue ACOs that incur offsetting losses in FFS profits when restricting provision of care,
the MSSP may merely offer an opportunity to mitigate those losses as they lower spending
to levels of efficiency offered by other providers in their area. That may nevertheless be a
goal of providers with high spending, particularly if they know with greater certainty the
long-term direction of Medicare payment policy. But they will be unlikely to participate
and pursue that goal if the costs are made too great by downside risk and regional
blending. As we discuss below, concerns about an uneven playing field between ACOs with
higher vs. lower spending in the same market can be addressed by increasing the sharedsavings rate for more efficient ACOs. In addition, under both the current and proposed
rules, benchmarks will be progressively reduced by the annual benchmark updates as the
program matures and expands, because regional and national spending growth will
progressively slow as ACOs increasingly lower Medicare spending. Thus, the annual
updates will still apply downward pressure on ACO benchmarks, thereby limiting ACO
profits. The key distinctions are that, with rebasing eliminated: 1) the downward pressure
on benchmarks would be at a rate that appropriately lags behind the downward effect
ACOs have on spending as opposed to at an equal rate (thereby encouraging participation);
and 2) the downward pressure on a given ACO’s benchmark would not be caused by its
own efforts to lower spending (thereby strengthening incentives to save).
Second, concerns have been raised about the ability to adequately adjust for changes in
ACO provider composition over longer periods of time. An inability to do so could allow
ACOs to select more efficient practices (taxpayer identification numbers [TINs]) for
17
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inclusion to earn shared savings without lowering spending. More generally, the clinicians
and practices represented by a given TIN may change substantially because of mergers and
acquisitions, and TINs may newly appear or cease to appear in claims. These challenges
can be addressed with relatively straightforward approaches, several of which we have
implemented in our evaluations of the MSSP.18,19 When an ACO adds TINs to their
participant list, the baseline period for those TINs could be established as the 3 years prior
to the addition (i.e., different parts of the ACO would have different baseline periods). For
TINs that exhibit large changes from baseline to performance years in the number of
clinicians billing under them or that newly appear in claims, NPI-TIN billing relationships
can be used to identify additional TINs in the original baseline period to assess baseline
spending for a set of providers that is more consistent with an ACO’s participant list in a
given performance year. For TINs where provider consistency between performance and
baseline years is tenuous and cannot be corrected with such methods, rebasing could be
allowed for the portion of an ACO’s benchmark accounted for by such TINs. Moreover, to
the extent that the MSSP encourages ACOs to include more efficient providers in their
contracts, that may help foster competition among providers to be efficient and attractive
to ACOs. Thus, such behavior should not necessarily be viewed as wasteful gaming.
PROBLEMS WITH REGIONAL BENCHMARK ADJUSTMENTS AND EVIDENCE OF COSTINCREASING PARTICIPATION DECISIONS IN THE 2014 COHORT
The regional adjustment in the current benchmarking methodology, particularly when
implemented in an ACO’s first agreement period as proposed, is highly problematic in a
voluntary MSSP, particularly if downside risk is imposed on participants. It will surely lead
to exit by ACOs with spending above their region’s average. These ACOs with high baseline
spending have produced greater savings than ACOs with lower spending18,20 and are
critical to retain and attract if the MSSP is to ever cause sufficient within-market
convergence in spending to facilitate a transition to a longer-term payment system in
which providers bear risk and population-based benchmarks are similar for different
providers in the same market (accounting for patient factors).
There is evidence already of ACOs with high spending for their region selectively exiting
the program in response to the prospect of regional benchmark adjustments. As noted in
the proposed rule, the 25-35% blending of ACOs’ historical benchmarks with regional
average spending led to substantial swings in benchmarks in 2017 for ACOs that started in
2014. This was to be expected from the documented wide variation ACOs’ risk-adjusted
spending relative to their service areas.21 As described in the table below, introduction of
the regional adjustment in 2017 was associated with 21% dropout in the 2014 cohort and
more than a quadrupling of the mean “savings rate” among remaining participants (from
0.5% to 2.2%). The “savings rate” indicates where an ACO’s spending was relative to its
benchmark, with positive values indicating that spending was below the benchmark. To
distinguish this quantity from estimates of actual ACO savings estimated by rigorous
evaluations, we refer to this quantity as the “benchmark savings rate.” The increase in the
18
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benchmark savings rate in 2017 for the 2014 cohort (bolded in the table) was the most
substantial increase observed in any entry cohort in any pair of years and thus unlikely due
to improvement in ACO performance alone. The other year-to-year increases in
benchmark savings rates were much more modest, including those associated with
rebasing and extensive dropout in 2016 for the 2012-2013 cohorts. Of the remaining ACOs
from the 2014 entry cohort, 81% had positive regional adjustments in 2017, meaning that
their historical benchmarks were below average regional spending and thus that their
participation was subsidized. This pattern is highly suggestive of selective dropout of ACOs
with spending above their regional average, causing the appearance of increased savings that
would be more accurately characterized as subsidies to ACOs with lower spending.
2015 Performance
2016 Performance
2017 Performance
ACO-level Mean
N
ACO-level Mean
N
ACO-level Mean
“Savings Rate”
“Savings Rate”
“Savings Rate”
Entry
([benchmark([benchmark([benchmarkyear
spending]/
spending]/
spending]/
benchmark), %
benchmark), %
benchmark), %
2012
100
1.4
73
1.8
63
2.6
2013
91
1.6
74
2.3
62
2.2
2014
112
-0.2
100
0.5
79
2.2
2015
89
-0.1
85
0.3
76
0.7
2016
100
0.2
96
0.9
Source: https://www.cms.gov/Research-Statistics-Data-and-Systems/Downloadable-Public-UseFiles/SSPACO/index.html
N

From our analyses of Medicare claims data, we confirmed that ACOs in the 2014 cohort that
exited the program in 2017 had substantially higher spending for their region than those
who remained in the program. Specifically, we fit a model of total spending per beneficiary
in 2014-15 as a function of county and year fixed effects and fixed effects for ACOs in the
2014 cohort. The latter set of fixed effects estimated the mean spending difference between
each ACO in the 2014 cohort and its service area. This spending deviation was, on average,
$787/beneficiary higher for ACOs dropping out than for those remaining in the MSSP.
This pattern of cost-increasing selective participation will only grow worse if ACOs are
required to assume downside risk. Even the limited amount of downside risk in the BASIC
track (8% of Part A and B revenue) will easily exceed the bonus for qualifying as an
Advanced APM (5% of Part B revenue) for many ACOs with high spending for their region,
posing certain losses and likely making the MSSP a less appealing option than the status
quo under the MIPS in the near term (particularly given the additional administrative and
reporting costs borne by ACOs). This pattern will also grow worse in second and third
agreement periods as the regional weight grows to 50%. Thus, there is a significant risk the
MSSP will degenerate into a program that is viable only for providers that are already more
efficient for their region or serve patients who are healthier and lower-risk in ways not
captured by the HCC score. Capping the regional weight at 50% and capping the maximum
adjustment at 5% of average total Medicare expenditures per beneficiary will still allow
large swings in benchmarks and will do little to mitigate this risk of undeserved subsidies
and exacerbated disparities.
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We understand that the costs of lowering spending are likely greater for ACOs with lower
spending (less “low-hanging fruit”) and that ACOs already providing more efficient care
have voiced concerns that basing benchmarks solely on ACOs’ historical spending creates
unfairly greater opportunities for providers who have been historically less efficient.
Providers who are more efficient than others, however, are not necessarily efficient. For
example, in our empirical work on low-value care in Medicare, we found that providers
who provide the least low-value care still provide more low-value care than the difference
between the most and least efficient providers.22,23 Therefore, ACOs with low spending for
their region should be able to reduce wasteful spending further, but likely require greater
rewards to cover the higher costs of doing so. Therefore, to retain and attract ACOs with
lower spending and to recognize their greater level of efficiency and the greater challenge
they face in further reducing spending, we recommend replacing the regional adjustment
with higher shared savings rates for ACOs with lower spending for their service area. This
could be implemented in a graded fashion, with shared savings rates rising continuously
from a minimum of 50% for ACOs with the highest spending for their region to 80% for
ACOs with the lowest spending for their region, using the most recent 2 years to assess
ACOs’ standing relative to their region. Relating the shared-savings rate to ACOs’ most
recent level of spending will also strengthen incentives for ACOs to lower spending.
It is important to recognize that higher shared savings rates do not mean lesser savings for
Medicare. First, higher shared savings rates should attract more providers into the MSSP.
So even if Medicare receives a lower proportion of the savings for a given ACO, there
should be more ACOs generating savings. Second, higher shared savings rates should elicit
stronger efforts by ACOs to lower spending. To date, ACOs with spending below their
regional average have not produced significant savings. Therefore, increasing the savings
rate for an ACO with low spending for their region can only increase savings to Medicare
from that ACO, on average. Third, because a higher shared savings rate does not apply to
savings from spillover effects (e.g., lower Medicare Advantage payment rates), increasing
the shared-savings rate will reduce the amount of savings to Medicare from a given ACO
with a given performance level much less than the change in the percentage would indicate.
Finally, it is also important to bear in mind that most ACOs provide only some of the care
spectrum (lower revenue ACOs). These ACOs tend to be primary care or multispecialty
physician groups. Thus, much of the inefficient care delivered to an ACO’s population may
not be provided by the ACO. Accordingly, such inefficient care offers opportunities for
efficient physician groups to enter those communities and reduce spending as ACOs.
Recommendation 4: Eliminate regional adjustments that blend ACO historical benchmarks
with regional spending. Replace with shared savings rates that rise continuously with lower
ACO spending relative to its region, starting at 50% for ACOs with the highest spending for
their region and rising to 80% for ACOs with the lowest spending for their region.
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DOWNSIDES OF DOWNSIDE RISK
Not only can incentives in the MSSP be strengthened without imposing downside risk for
spending in excess of benchmarks, but downside risk may ultimately strengthen incentives
very little and will likely cause more problems than it solves, acting to diminish instead of
increase savings to Medicare.
As a preliminary point, it is important to recognize that Track 1 is not riskless. As
described above, all ACOs incur significant administrative and reporting costs to
participate in the MSSP, and those that try to lower spending or improve quality incur
additional costs. These costs pose a potential downside even if the risk-sharing is onesided. ACOs lose money if they fail to earn sufficiently high shared-savings to offset the
costs of participation and effort to achieve savings. As evidence that Track 1 is a downside
risk track, the rate of dropout from the MSSP has been substantial, and ACOs that have
dropped out are disproportionately those that did not receive shared-savings bonuses.
Specifically by 2018, 40-45% of ACOs in the 2012-2013 entry cohort and 35% of the 2014
cohort had exited the MSSP. Benchmark savings rates were substantially lower among
ACOs dropping out than among those staying in the program. In the 2012-2013 cohorts,
for example, the mean benchmark savings rate among ACOs that have dropped out was
0.37% before they dropped out, compared with 1.44% among those continuing in the
program. If Track 1 were riskless, ACOs not receiving bonuses would stay in the program.
Given that dropout has been substantial and driven largely by the limited performance-based
risk already present in Track 1, we should expect that additional downside risk in the form of
two-sided risk sharing will accelerate dropout and discourage participation.
While one might argue that we may not want ACOs that cannot achieve savings to stay in
the program, it is important to remember that benchmarks are not counterfactuals. Thus,
ACOs that do not achieve shared-savings relative to their benchmarks may nevertheless
contribute to actual savings to Medicare. Indeed, ACOs dropping out of the Pioneer model
achieved similar spending reductions before dropping out compared with those that
continued in the model (see McWilliams et al. NEJM 2015 and Nyweide et al. 2015). We
reached a similar conclusion for the MSSP based on a similar analysis that we conducted
after publishing our most recent evaluation (McWilliams et al. NEJM 2018). Specifically, we
found that the ACOs in the 2012-2014 entry cohorts that dropped out of the MSSP by 2018
(approximately 40% of ACOs) achieved per-beneficiary spending reductions (gross
savings) in 2015 that were, on average, about 20% smaller than the spending reductions
achieved by ACOs that subsequently remained in the program. But these spending
reductions were statistically significant, and because shared-savings bonuses were smaller for
drop outs, they accounted for $113 million of the total $145 million in net savings generated
by the MSSP in 2015 overall (after accounting for shared-savings bonuses), and for $109
million of the $256 million in net savings generated by physician group ACOs in that year.
Thus, because benchmarks are not counterfactuals, they should not be used to determine
which ACOs are contributing more or less savings to Medicare or which should be
discouraged from participating. These findings suggest that dropout from the MSSP has
been costly to Medicare and that it is worthwhile to retain ACOs that do not perform well
against their benchmarks. In addition, some ACOs may take longer than one agreement
period to successfully implement strategies to lower savings. For these reasons, we believe
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that provisions that would further discourage participation by ACOs that do not perform
well against their benchmarks (downside risk and regional adjustment of benchmarks)
would be detrimental to the program.
Since the ENHANCED track is essentially the Pioneer model, the 50% dropout rate
observed in the Pioneer model should also serve as a cautionary tale about the extent of
voluntary participation that should be expected in the ENHANCED track. (Only 16 of the 32
Pioneer ACOs remained in two-sided models [Pioneer or Next Generation] by 2016).
Limiting participation in the MSSP by high-revenue organizations, however, may prove to
be sound policy if a goal of the MSSP is to foster competition by offering shared savings
opportunities that appeal selectively to smaller organizations and physician groups.
As another point of evidence that is important for considering downside risk requirements,
recent assertions that the downside risk tracks (2, 3, and now 1+) have caused greater
savings are misleading and we believe incorrect. Some analysts, including the Medicare
Payment Advisory Commission,24 have observed that ACOs participating in Tracks 2 and 3
have higher benchmark savings rates and have concluded that downside risk elicits greater
savings. However, only a small percentage of ACOs have participated in Track 2 or 3 (8% in
2018), and most of them transitioned into these tracks after experience in Track 1 (as of
2015, 99% of ACOs were in Track 1). Thus, these ACOs were able to select into Track 2 or 3
to take advantage of the higher shared-savings rates after ascertaining that their spending
would continue to be below their benchmarks, whether because of preceding success in
lowering spending or other factors that cause benchmarks to deviate from counterfactual
spending. Indeed, of the 32 ACOs that transitioned from Track 1 to Track 2 or 3 by 2018, the
mean benchmark savings rate was 3.6% over the 3 years prior to changing tracks, vs. just
0.6% among other ACOs remaining in Track 1. For the subgroup of ACOs that entered Track
2 or 3 in 2016 or 2017, the 1-2 years of downside risk exposure did not affect that preexisting difference in benchmark savings rates, which remained similar in 2017 (3.5% for
ACOs in tracks 2/3 vs. 1.3% for ACOs in Track 1), suggesting that entry into a track with
downside risk contributed no additional savings. The mean benchmark savings rate in the
3 years prior to transitioning to Track 1+ was similarly high (2.3%) among ACOs leaving
Track 1 for Track 1+ in 2018. The mean benchmark savings rate in 2017 among ACOs that
entered Track 2 or 3 directly, without a prior agreement period in Track 1, was much lower
(0.8%) than among ACOs selecting into downside risk tracks after experience in Track 1.
In addition, we know from evaluations of the Pioneer model25,26 that spending reductions
in that 2-sided model were no greater than those achieved in 1-sided contracts in the MSSP.
Similarly, the evidence shows that the two-sided Next Generation (Next Gen) model has
performed no better than Track 1 of the MSSP when accounting for duration of
participation in an ACO program. Specifically, the recent evaluation of year 1 of the Next
Gen model by NORC found gross annual savings of $210/beneficiary in 2016, but 15 of the
24
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18 ACOs participating in Next Gen had significant prior experience in the Pioneer model or
MSSP, including 2 of the 4 ACOs that drove the bulk of the savings. These gross savings
from Next Gen are no bigger than those achieved in the MSSP when appropriately
compared with MSSP ACOs with multiple years of experience. For example, in our recently
published evaluation of the MSSP, we found gross annual savings of $213/beneficiary in
2015 for ACOs entering in 2012 or 2013 (slightly greater than the Next Gen estimate). Thus,
there is no evidence to date that downside risk has enhanced gross savings in Medicare ACO
contracts, and thus no evidence that downside risk has elicited a stronger response from ACOs.
Without eliciting stronger efforts by ACOs to lower spending, downside risk does allow CMS to
recoup a portion of spending in excess of benchmarks. For example, the 2016 net savings per
beneficiary in Next Gen ($130/beneficiary in net savings to Medicare) were greater than the
2015 net savings per beneficiary in the 2012-2013 entry cohorts of MSSP ACOs
($62/beneficiary) despite the similar gross savings. However, the net savings achieved by the 18
ACOs in Next Gen (most of which are large health systems) were smaller than the net savings
generated by physician-group ACOs in the MSSP ($180/beneficiary) and constituted much
smaller aggregate net savings than produced by the more popular MSSP ($62M from Next Gen
vs. $190M from all 2012-2013 entrants in the MSSP). This underscores the importance of
allowing physician groups (lower revenue organizations) to participate in one-sided contracts
and suggests that downside risk could be used by CMS to protect against losses from health
systems, whose incentives in one-sided contracts are very weak. But we would note that any
losses recouped by CMS by requiring downside risk are likely to be at least partially, if not fully,
offset by the increase in Advanced APM bonus payments for providers accepting downside
risk. In addition, because the Advanced APM bonus is structured as 5% of Part B revenue, it
acts to weaken incentives for ACOs to reduce provision of wasteful Part B services (the size of
the bonus is reduced when Part B revenue is reduced).
All else equal, we agree that introducing downside risk-sharing strengthens incentives for
ACOs to lower spending. But all else will not remain equal if downside risk is imposed,
particularly because the MSSP is voluntary and the proposed introduction of downside risk
is coupled with regional blending of benchmarks. Since ACOs with spending above their
regional average will disproportionately exit the program, most remaining ACOs will have
spending below their regional average and thus benchmarks above their historical
spending. For those ACOs, downside risk adds little additional incentive to lower spending
below the status quo because the incentive to lower spending when spending is below the
benchmark stems from the upside risk sharing provisions. The cost of maintaining the
status quo for those ACOs is the foregone profits from not earning more shared savings, not
penalties from downside risk. Thus, because of the anticipated participation losses,
imposing downside risk may not significantly strengthen incentives for remaining ACOs.
Among ACOs that remain in the program and face a higher risk of losses relative to the
status quo because their spending is at or above their region’s average, many ACOs
(particular smaller, lower revenue ACOs with lower financial reserves) will seek
reinsurance, consolidate with other providers, or partner with a health management firm
to pool risk with other ACOs in order to mitigate their downside risk. Even the limited
amount of downside risk in the BASIC track (8% of revenue) poses potentially substantial
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losses, particularly when sustained repeatedly over multiple years. Because many ACOs
will seek to mitigate their risk of losses, the extent to which downside risk incentives will
reach the levels of organization currently exposed to one-sided incentives is unclear. Since
health management firms take a cut of any shared savings, requiring downside risk will
also weaken upside risk incentives for ACOs that partner with such firms.
Moreover, provider responses to mitigate downside risk will act to erode a key advantage
of the ACO model over the Medicare Advantage model – lower administrative costs from
direct contracting between Medicare and providers. As more ACOs pay premiums for
reinsurance premiums and fees to management firms (which may take the form of a cut of
shared savings), the administrative costs of the program will grow.
Finally, a stated motivation in the proposed rule for imposing downside risk is to
discourage abuse of the program by provider organizations that participate to exploit
waivers from Stark and Anti-kickback law and engage in anticompetitive behavior. The
proposed rule goes so far as to state, “Further, the presence of an ‘upside-only’ track may
be encouraging consolidation in the marketplace, reducing competition and choice for
Medicare FFS beneficiaries.” While this is certainly a valid concern, we are aware of no
empirical evidence supporting this statement. In fact, research to date has found little
evidence of greater consolidation among ACO participants as a result of the MSSP.27
Consolidation had been occurring before the MSSP and has generally continued for other
reasons. While there may have been some defensive consolidation among non-ACO
providers27 (e.g. to rebuff payer attempts to engage them in ACO risk contracts), that would
not be addressed by changing risk-sharing provisions among MSSP participants. MSSP
participation has also not been associated with detectable changes in referrals, as
measured by leakage. Specifically, MSSP participation has not been associated with
evidence of ACOs effectively steering outpatient specialty referrals internally to ACO
specialists.28 While this area remains one in need of further investigation, we do not
believe it is appropriate to conclude that the MSSP has contributed to consolidation or
anticompetitive control over referrals. Given that the MSSP model presents greater
opportunities for physician groups (for the reasons described above) one could even argue
that the MSSP could contribute to greater competition in provider markets, as long as it
continues to favor lower-revenue organizational structures in its incentives.
Moreover, use of downside risk to deter gaming or anticompetitive behavior implicitly
assumes that the financial gains from abusing the program are smaller than the gains from
genuinely engaging in efforts to lower spending. However, the opposite is more like likely
to be the case. Attempts to lower spending are fraught with uncertainty, challenges, and
offsetting costs, and have not been strongly rewarded in the MSSP because of rebasing and
low shared savings rates, whereas engaging in anticompetitive behavior to enhance FFS
profits is likely to be far more predictable and lucrative. A health system could participate
in the MSSP to take advantage of waivers to maintain or increase referrals for inpatient and
27
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specialty care without affecting total Medicare spending (i.e., only causing a shift in care
that favors the health system). Such behavior would increase provider revenue without
resulting in penalties under downside risk. Thus, requiring downside risk is likely to
selectively discourage ACOs joining the program for the right reasons, while ACOs joining
the program for the wrong reasons may not be dissuaded by downside risk as much
because the gains from regulatory relief may outweigh any potential losses. We would
favor measures to identify abuses directly over blunt uses of downside risk requirements
that risk having unintended consequences.
In summary, there is no evidence that downside risk has elicited greater savings in
Medicare ACO programs, and imposing downside risk in a voluntary program with
regionally adjusted benchmarks is likely to induce cost-increasing participation losses and
higher administrative costs, without achieving the goals of stronger incentives and
selectively deterring abuse.
Recommendation 5: Eliminate downside risk requirements for lower-revenue ACOs by
retaining Track 1, eliminating the BASIC track, and allowing voluntary participation in Track
1+. Replace the “clinician-led” basis for determining loss limits in Track 1+ with the proposed
revenue-based determination (ACO revenue for Medicare patients/total Medicare spending
for assigned population).
Recommendation 6: Continue to require high-revenue ACOs to assume downside risk
commensurate with the ENHANCED track but set the threshold for defining high revenue at a
higher level corresponding to an integrated health system. Also require downside risk of very
large physician groups with market power. Rather than rely solely on participant lists, use
additional data on full organizational structure to determine organization-wide revenue for
core practices responsible for attribution.
We make the last part of Recommendation 6 because we are concerned that ACOs,
particularly high-revenue ACOs, may game revenue determinations if the ACO participant
lists are used to determine ACO revenue, as proposed in the proposed rule. For example, a
large health system could include only its provider organizations or primary care practices
in order to be judged as a low-revenue ACO without significantly altering its attributed
population. For example, a large health system may own several hospitals and multiple
physician groups, each billing under distinct TINs. Or a health system may consist of a
hospital system with a closely aligned provider organization billing under its own TIN. In
such cases, which are common, the physician groups or provider organizations account for
all or nearly all of the attribution but the hospitals and other facilities account for much of
the revenue. Thus, an organization could include only its physician groups in its ACO
contract and lower its downside risk without changing its assigned population or its de
facto governance (because of the common ownership or mutual interests shared by the
health system and the physician groups).
Relying on ACO participant lists to categorize ACOs as low-revenue or high-revenue also
discourages partnerships between physician groups and hospitals through means other
than mergers and acquisitions. Thus the proposed basis for revenue determinations could
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discourage a key strategy taken by ACOs—steering volume to more efficient providers and
formalizing preferences with inclusion in contracts. We note that many ACOs with hospitals
in participant lists are actually independent physician groups, and we categorized them as
such in our evaluations. These ACOs should be regarded as low-revenue to encourage their
participation, but the proposed use of ACO participant lists could categorize them as highrevenue, incentivizing them to drop such partnerships. This could thwart healthy
competition if such ACOs are able to get specialists and hospitals to compete on quality and
efficiency for inclusion in ACO contracts.
Therefore, we recommend using additional data sources, such as IRS filings and PECOS
data, to determine the full organizational structure of the core practices that account for
the bulk of the assigned population, and to use all TINs and CCNs in the full organization to
determine organizational revenue. We understand that PECOS data are used to validate
TINs and CCNs in ACO participant lists, but these data can be additionally used by CMS to
determine the full organization to which ACO participants belong. In other work funded by
the AHRQ, we (a team of investigators at HMS and the NBER) have used these data sources
to group independently billing TINs and CCNs into organizations or systems. Thus,
although what we are suggesting would require some additional effort, we believe it would
be feasible and would grow easier over time as such enhancements are made. We would
be happy to discuss with CMS our experience in coalescing TINs and CCNs into
organizations using these data sources.
Finally, we want to emphasize that we are recommending that revenue determinations be
based ideally on the full organizational structure of the core practices that determine
attribution. If an ACO includes physician groups that are part of a large health system, that
ACO should be considered high-revenue whether or not the other parts of the health
system are included as participants. If an ACO includes physician groups that are
financially independent of hospitals, that ACO should be considered low-revenue (unless it
is very specialty-heavy or has substantial market share), whether or not preferred hospital
partners are included in the contracts. That way, consolidation in provider markets is
discouraged with more downside-risk in ACO contracts, and partnerships or preferred
networks that can support competition and do not cause commercial mark-ups are not
discouraged. The proposed use of only ACO participant lists for revenue determinations could
constitute a lost opportunity for discouraging price-increasing consolidation.
STRATEGIES FOR ADDRESSING INADEQUATE RISK ADJUSTMENT
We agree with the proposed changes to account for increases in ACO population risk scores
and to implement measures to limit rewards for increases in coding intensity. We do not,
however, understand the rationale for limiting benchmark decreases to reflect decreases in
risk scores. Capping downward adjustments for changes in patient risk introduces strong
incentives for ACOs to engage in favorable risk selection (i.e., cream-skimming).
We believe there are several potential strategies for CMS to move beyond the HCC model,
which is now 15 years old, to adjust more completely for patient risk, reduce incentives for
providers to upcode and engage in risk selection, and minimize unwarranted penalties that
could exacerbate disparities by depleting providers serving higher-risk patients of
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resources available for quality improvement. In particular, the ACO CAHPS data, which
include several measures of self-reported health and functional limitations, can be used to
determine the extent to which increases in HCC scores reflect changes in coding vs. changes
in health status. Discrepancies between the two could be used to limit benchmark
increases due to coding increases in a more refined, ACO-specific manner. Such
adjustments could be instituted after an initial grace period (e.g., 3 years) that would
permit coding increases that are unrelated to health status changes since they might reflect
efforts by under-coding ACOs to achieve accurate coding. Differences in spending predicted
by HCC scores vs. CAHPS variables could also be used to identify ACOs that are undercoding
relative to others at baseline and that should therefore be eligible for such a grace period.
Some of the clinical and social characteristics included in the CAHPS survey could also be
used to further risk adjust ACO benchmarks, and this information has been found to explain
a meaningful amount of variation in ACO spending after controlling for HCC score.29 We
would caution, however, against adjustments for time-varying health status variables, as
adjusting for health status weakens incentives for ACOs to improve patient health.
An advantage of using ACOs’ historical spending as the basis for benchmarks is that historical
spending accounts for all differences in patient population risk between ACOs, whether
measurable or not. Blending benchmarks with regional average makes program success
depend heavily on risk adjustment for observable patient factors. In the context of
inadequate risk adjustment, regionally adjusted benchmarks would cause unjustified
financial transfers from ACOs serving sicker and poorer patients to those serving healthier
and wealthier patients. Unfortunately, risk adjustment will always be inadequate because
all differences between patient populations can never be fully accounted for, particularly
with available data sources. It is not a question of whether risk adjustment is inadequate but
the extent of its inadequacy.
Accordingly, in the future, should benchmarks be converged toward a regional average
(again, we strongly recommend against regional adjustments at this juncture), we would
urge CMS to implement additional measures to ensure that ACOs are not penalized for
serving higher-risk patients, independent of their efficiency or quality of care. For example,
an additional adjustment could take the form of a per-beneficiary care management fee
that is higher for higher-risk patients, as in the Comprehensive Primary Care Plus program.
To keep such a measure budget neutral and further encourage participation in the MSSP, a
small discount could be applied to FFS rates paid to all providers and redistributed as care
management fees to ACOs, with higher payments to ACOs serving higher-risk patients
regardless of their performance. Alternatively, ACO benchmarks could simply be adjusted
upward or downward by an additional amount (i.e., beyond adjustments for patient factors
included in the risk-adjustment methodology) depending on whether their populations are
higher- or lower-risk, respectively, than the regional average.
Finally, we are concerned that the proposed structure of the beneficiary incentive program
could exacerbate favorable risk selection in the MSSP. Specifically, because an ACO must
29
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bear the costs of the incentive payments and because an ACO must furnish an incentive
payment to an eligible beneficiary each time the beneficiary receives a qualifying service
(in accordance with section 1899(m)(2)(D)(iv) of the Bipartisan Budget Act), the costs to
an ACO of serving higher-risk patients will be greater than the costs of serving lower-risk
patients (since higher-risk patients use more services). For this reason, we believe it is
important for beneficiary incentive programs to be optional (as proposed), expect few
ACOs to establish one, and do not expect the opportunity to establish one will attract ACOs
into downside risk tracks. We recommend close monitoring of ACOs that do implement
beneficiary incentive programs.
In general, we are in favor of patients sharing in the savings generated by their ACO,
whether in the form of direct payments, lower premiums, or in-kind benefits. In the future,
once more convergence in spending has occurred and benchmarks reliably reward more
efficient providers, such mechanisms for sharing savings with beneficiaries could help to
make more efficient providers more attractive to beneficiaries and foster competition to
achieve savings (to compete for patients), as long as the benefits to beneficiaries are
greater when ACO savings are greater. Currently, linking the size of beneficiary payments
to ACO savings would tend to make the least efficient providers more attractive to
beneficiaries since those providers are generating the most savings and would offer greater
benefits. Therefore, we agree with not establishing that link for now but believe it is worth
revisiting once more convergence in spending occurs. At that point, mechanisms to share
savings with beneficiaries also could be used to mitigate incentives for ACOs to select low-risk
patients by stipulating that higher-risk patients receive more of the savings than lower-risk
patients. ACOs engaging in favorable risk selection to generate savings would then become
more attractive to the patients they may be trying to avoid. We understand that the
Bipartisan Budget Act currently prohibits unequal payments to different beneficiaries. We
are suggesting this potential policy direction for future consideration.
Recommendation 7: Eliminate cap on downward benchmark adjustments that result from
decreases in risk scores to mitigate what would otherwise be strong incentives to engage in
favorable risk selection. Use ACO CAHPS data to help distinguish between changes in coding
intensity and changes in population health status. Should benchmarks be converged to a
regional average in the future (not in the near term per Recommendation 4), implement
additional payments or benchmark adjustments so that ACOs are not penalized for serving
higher-risk patients.
UPDATING BENCHMARKS
A concern raised about the current methodology for updating benchmarks is that an ACO’s
own attributed patients are included in the determination of regional spending trends,
causing updates to be based—sometimes in no small part—on an ACO’s performance.
ACOs that serve a significant proportion of the population in their service area are
penalized with smaller benchmark updates when they lower spending, thereby weakening
incentives for ACOs to ever lower spending (see discussion of this with respect to rebasing
above). Many stakeholders have advocated for removing an ACO’s population from the
determination of its regional trend. In the proposed rule, CMS noted 3 problems with that
approach. The first is that removing the ACO’s population will leave smaller sample sizes
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for regional trend assessment. But small sample sizes can be handled easily with
hierarchical statistical modeling approaches. The second is that ACO populations may differ
markedly from non-ACO populations and thus have distinct expected spending trends. But
research to date has found that ACO and non-ACO populations are largely similar, on
average. Moreover, this concerned is best addressed with rigorous risk adjustment of
benchmark updates for an ACO’s population risk, as risk adjustment will not diminish
incentives to save. The third is that removing an ACO’s population will strengthen
incentives for ACOs to select patients with favorable risks. We believe this, too, is most
appropriately addressed with risk adjustment. No matter the updating methodology, ACOs
will have incentives to select patients that are lower-risk in ways that are not accounted for
by the risk adjustment methodology. As we discuss above, we believe the risk adjustment
methodology can be improved and additional steps can be taken to minimize incentives for
favorable risk selection.
Therefore, we recommend removing an ACO’s attributed population from update
determinations. We generally agree with the proposed blending of concurrent national and
regional growth rates to update benchmarks, with greater weight given to national growth
rates for ACOs in areas where the FFS population served by other providers is limited. But
rather than use an arbitrary weighting scheme, we recommend the use of standard
statistical approaches to estimation that account for random error from finite sample sizes.
Such methods are used, for example, to estimate excess readmission rates for the Hospital
Readmissions Reduction Program. Specifically, at the end of each performance year, CMS
analysts could use claims data from the performance year and baseline year 3 (BY3) to fit a
simple multilevel model of total Medicare spending per beneficiary as a function of countylevel random intercepts and (time) slopes, excluding beneficiaries attributed to the ACO of
interest (the model would be estimated separately to determine each ACO’s update). With
empirical Bayes estimation, the model will produce estimates of county-level spending
trends that are shrunken toward the national trend when a county’s sample is small
(whether because the county is small or because a large proportion of its population is
served by the ACO) and closer to the unshrunken county trend when the population in the
county not assigned to the ACO is large. For each ACO, a weighted average of the estimated
(shrunken) county trends can then be taken (reflecting the geographic distribution of the
ACO’s attributed patients) to arrive at the benchmark update for that ACO.
This approach would preserve incentives for ACOs to lower spending by removing their
assigned population from update determinations while incorporating regional trends to
the extent they can be reliably estimated and flexibly giving more weight to the national
trend for ACOs that serve higher proportions of their service area. We believe it is
important initially to incorporate regional trend information to the extent possible because
it is important initially to align benchmarks with ACOs’ counterfactual spending to
engender trust that ACOs will be rewarded for improvement. After ACOs have had a few
years to lower spending, benchmarks may later diverge from counterfactual spending
without reactionary participation losses, as long as the divergence does not depend on the
ACO’s past performance, as discussed above. This method achieves the goal of
incorporating regional trends to the extent it can be reliably supported by the data.
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By including the rest of the ACO population in update determinations (all but those
assigned to the ACO of interest), this approach to benchmark updating will still apply
downward pressure on ACO benchmarks at a rate that follows, but is less than, the rate of
slowing in spending caused by the program. Thus, rebasing is not necessary to exert this
downward pressure. Including the rest of the ACO population in update determination will
also introduce an element of competition in markets with multiple ACOs, as ACOs will be
rewarded more if they lower spending more than their competitors. This dynamic may
become undesirably prominent in large service areas dominated by multiple ACOs. In such
markets, the weight given to the national trend will be limited because the market is large
(allowing stable trend estimation), so that the update for an ACO will be based almost
entirely on the performance of its neighboring ACO competitors. Thus, if all ACOs lower
spending significantly and equally, none would be rewarded for doing so. Such cases are
not currently common. A more common scenario is the single ACO dominating a small
market. For those cases, our recommended methodology would rely on national trends for
updates. But CMS could monitor for cases of high ACO penetration in large markets with
multiple ACOs and use national trends for those markets, too.
More generally, should the MSSP expand to the point that the national non-ACO population
becomes small, we would recommend choosing a desirable rate at which benchmarks
should grow and apply that rate to all ACOs. The methodology we describe above is best
suited to an expansion phase of the program.
Recommendation 8: Remove an ACO’s attributed population from benchmark update
determinations to preserve incentives for ACOs to lower spending. Use multilevel statistical
modeling approaches to estimate ACO-specific update factors that reflect regional and
national trends, with greater weight placed on national trends for ACO’s that serve higher
proportions of patients in their service area. After a phase of program expansion, switch to
using a desirable preset rate of benchmark growth applied to all ACOs.
Thank you for your consideration of our comments. If you should wish to discuss any of
our analyses or recommendations further, you can reach us at the email address below.
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